EPA Grants Limited Use Registration To New Mosquito Control Pesticide

The Environmental Protection Agency has announced registration of a "first of a kind" mosquito control pesticide for limited use by public health officials and other trained mosquito abatement personnel.

The pesticide, trade-named Altosid SR-10 and chemical-named Methoprene, is a growth regulating chemical that prevents harmless mosquito juveniles from maturing into pesky adults. The mosquitoes are trapped by chemical action in their larval or pupal stages until they perish. Altosid is produced by the Zoecon Corp., Palo Alto, Calif.

Prior to registration, Zoecon field tested the material under EPA safeguards for the past two years in limited areas of 37 states ranging from New York to Hawaii.

The Altosid registration allows use against one category of mosquito — the "floodwater" variety — in flooded pastures or non-crop areas. Experience with the material, however, may warrant EPA's extending the registration to cover additional mosquito breeding areas.

Altosid may be applied by either airplane or ground equipment.

The pesticide appears to offer certain environmental advantages over other EPA-approved mosquito control techniques. It is "specific" to the mosquito; that is, it kills mosquitoes but appears to pose less of a hazard than other mosquito pesticides to applicators, fish, birds and most other wildlife. In addition, Altosid is said to degrade quickly. Most of the material is gone within two weeks, less than half the time it takes other chemical mosquito controls to neutralize. The product also has a low application rate — three to four ounces per acre of water.

Dacthal Available But Tight According to Manufacturer

Diamond Shamrock announced that its Dacthal herbicide is available during 1975, but in short supply, and users should contact their dealer or supplier for material purchase information.

J. R. Wolf, product manager for

West Coast Derakane Plant Opened by Dow Chemical

Dow Chemical U.S.A. has opened its first West Coast plant for the production of Derakane brand vinyl ester resins.

The new plant is located at Dow's manufacturing site in Torrance, Calif. Built at a cost of more than $1 million, the new facility will improve Dow's ability to serve its customers in the expanding West Coast market for fiber glass reinforced plastic resins.

The new facility is Dow's second plant for manufacturing resins in the Derakane product family; the company's first Derakane resins plant opened in Freeport, Tex., in 1967.

The Derakane products are used in manufacturing absorption towers, process vessels, storage tanks, piping, hood scrubbers, ducts and exhaust stacks. Components made with the Derakane resins are used in industries nationwide, including chemical processing, fertilizer, food processing and mining.

The Penn State Turfgrass Alumni Association recently presented a check for $1,400 to Dr. Joseph Duich to aid the turfgrass research program at Pennsylvania State University. From left are: Duich, professor of turfgrass science; G. M. Brennemen, superintendent of Sharon, Pa., country club; Dr. T. L. Watschke, assistant professor of turfgrass science; and Dr. D. V. Waddington, associate professor of soil science. The Association has contributed nearly $10,000 toward research in the past five years.
the herbicide, emphasized, "There are reports Dacthal is altogether off the market and not available at all this year. This is not true.

"Our Greens Bayou, Tex., plant is producing the herbicide at a greater rate than ever before," he said, "And we are continually increasing supplies in the market.

"We're giving it our best effort, and trying to get the Dacthal where it belongs," Wolf said.

Overwhelming acceptance in the turf and agricultural fields has tightened Dacthal supply lines, but Diamond Shamrock stresses there are no plans to remove the product from the market and efforts are being made to eliminate any supply difficulties which may be occurring.

Child Pesticide Accidents Target of EPA Programs

Children under five years old were involved in roughly 70 percent of the possible pesticide accidents reported to poison control centers around the country during the past several years, according to the Environmental Protection Agency.

To counteract this problem, EPA now has several programs underway: 1) Under the 1972 Federal pesticides law, the EPA makes certain that the labeling precautions on pesticides are understandable and adequate to protect persons using pesticides and the general environment; 2) EPA is now developing proposed regulations for child-resistant packaging for certain household pesticides; 3) The Agency is seeking to put into effect a nationwide toll-free telephone number for gathering research information of pesticide accidents and misuse and to serve as a way of disseminating general safety advice to interested citizens.

The EPA also participated, along with other government agencies and private organizations, in National Poison Prevention Week in March. This effort to alert consumers to the dangers of accidental poisoning has been sponsored for the past 14 years by the National Planning Council.


Toro, Scott Combine Efforts in Youth Training Program

The Toro Company's Young Entrepreneur program will be expanded this year into 18 new territories, enabling additional hundreds of teenagers to gain on-the-job training in free enterprise.

The program, launched in 1973 on an experimental basis and operated last year in a dozen states, provides schooling and counseling to help youngsters organize and operate a profitable lawn-care business.

A new experimental phase will (continued)
The Royer Chipper.
You won't scream at the cost.
The chipper won't scream at you.

Royer's new “2600” Series Chippers are designed to be a lot easier on your budget and your ears. They provide an exceptionally fast, low-cost way to convert brush, branches, trimmings and stalks into chips. And, they're specifically designed to meet the needs of small commercial applications... are available in both PTO (three-point-hitch for tractor operation) and self-powered models.

The new chippers feature a design that combines a rotating anvil* with a heavy-duty chipping rotor that also serves as a blower and flywheel. A unique design that delivers high-output, low-maintenance operation. And quieter operation, too. With a lot less "chipper scream"—because of an operating principle that cuts way down on output.

Here's how it works: As material is placed in the deep-throated hopper, the rotating anvil self-feeds the material to a high-speed chipping rotor. Steel blades, projecting through slots in the rotor, then slice the material into chips for immediate discharge by the integral blower. Very simple. But very different from other chippers.

We believe you'll like everything about our new chippers. Their performance. Their lower cost. Their quieter sound. You can get complete details by requesting "2600" literature.

ROYER
ROYER FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO.
186 Pringle St., Kingston, Pa. 18704
*Patent pending

NEWS (continued)
be introduced this year in three areas — Chicago, Grand Rapids and Philadelphia — where sponsorship will be shared with dealers of O.M. Scott & Sons, producers of grass and turf seeds, fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides. Scott’s representatives will provide additional training on the treatment of common lawn problems and the use of fertilizers, pesticides and herbicides, and will review examinations required for permits to handle agricultural chemicals.

Charles B. Lounsbury, Young Entrepreneur coordinator for Toro, explained that this experiment may lead to further involvement of O.M. Scott as the Young Entrepreneur program is expanded to all states.

In all areas, youngsters will receive free instruction in safe operation of outdoor power equipment, economics of a small business, care and maintenance of outdoor power equipment and an introduction to agronomy.

Each graduate has access to free counseling from a Toro distributor or dealer during the growing season.

In most localities, the training will be conducted during April at two three-hour sessions. Where O.M. Scott & Sons are co-sponsors, there will be an additional two-hour class.

USDA Publishes New Book On Seeds of Woody Plants

The first reference book on seeds of U.S. trees and shrubs issued by the federal government in more than a quarter century has been released by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

“Seeds of Woody Plants in the United States” is the culmination of five years of effort by more than 100 scientists at Forest Service research laboratories and special project locations throughout the U.S.

It is a compilation of practical facts about the seeds of some 800 species of trees and shrubs — how to gather, how to store and protect, how, when and where to plant and what to expect. The new 883-page handbook is a completely rewritten and greatly expanded successor to USDA’s 1948 “Woody-Plant Seed Manual.” It was issued to answer numerous requests from people who, professionally or avocationally, deal with seeds of trees or

(continued)
Century’s powerful Mist Blower/Sprayer is 4 sprayers in 1. Blower rotates through a 210° arc. 3-point mounted unit equipped with 25-gal. “Poly” tank. Includes sturdy, trigger-type, brass 2-ft. hand-gun with 25 foot hose. Also has brackets for boom or jet spraying. Delivers 150-mph mist with swath up to 150 feet.

Becomes a hand-gun sprayer just by turning a valve, adjustable from fine mist to driving stream. Useful in parks, camping/recreation areas, lagoons and swamps, around buildings and storage areas. Can kill weeds in ditches hard to reach with conventional sprayers.

Hook this New 50-lb. Portable Foggerto the 12-volt battery of your pickup or larger truck, tractor or passenger vehicle. Fill the 5.5-gal. tank with oil-base chemical. Press hand-gun switch and you’re ready to fog an atomized, killing mist anywhere your vehicle will take you. Wipe out mosquitoes, flies and weeds. Works well even in sub-zero weather. Has 15-ft. durable, hi-pressure hose, 3/4-hp. motor, 1200-psi. pump pressure.

Write for further details on sprayers, portable heaters and washers, and central cleaning system.

CENTURY
CENTURY ENGINEERING CORPORATION
221 4th Ave. S.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52401
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shrubs in planting and seeding programs. The Handbook contains two sections. The first gives general methods for producing, handling and germinating seeds. The second provides data and information on species, alphabetically listed by genus units, giving scientific and common names, flowering and fruiting dates, methods of fruit collection, seed extraction, storage and other data useful for grower and marketer. The volume includes a collection of drawings and photographs for checking the identification of fruits, seeds or seedlings.


Louisiana Ciba-Geigy Plant Awarded for Safety Record

The first National Freedom safety Award ever presented to a manufacturing plant has been awarded to the St. Gabriel, La., manufacturing facility of Ciba-Geigy Corporation’s Agricultural Division.

The award is the highest safety recognition given by the Insurance Company of North America and marks only the second time it has been presented during eight years of existence.

Employees at the plant had previously earned several other safety awards and earlier this year broke Corporation records for days without a lost time accident.

Overall safety, continued efforts to upgrade safety activity and reduction in accident frequency were all criteria used in evaluating the plant for the award. Of the 19 categories reviewed, the facility ranked at the highest possible level for 17 categories and just below that level in the remaining two.

Accepting the award for all plant personnel, Plant Manager John Mincy said, “We are extremely proud that of the many thousand plants reviewed in this safety program, we are the first one to achieve this distinction. Our program’s goal, like the award’s name, is designed to create a working environment with a freedom from fear of injury.

“At St. Gabriel,” Mincy said, “our employees are a most valuable asset. Our program is designed to think safety not only on the job, but in all aspects of life. Each of our 285 people is a safety engineer.”

Dixon Initiates New Plant With Open House and Tours

Dixon Industries, Inc., builders of the ZTR riding lawn mower, recently held an open house and tour of their new manufacturing facilities. Located in the Airport Industrial Park at Coffeyville, Kan., the new 52,000 square feet plant is heated by an energy-saving, gas fired infra-red ray system and lighted by mercury vapor lights. Shipping and receiving areas feature two power operated adjustable-height loading ramps.

“We built a plant around the production of our ZTR mower, rather than adapt an existing building to the production requirements of the mower,” K. O. Dixon, company president, said.

According to Luther Webb, production manager, the new facility will allow him to cut man-hours, improve working conditions, and maintain the Dixon level of production efficiency.

Robison’s Lawn and Golf bags it!

The nitrogen that pampers delicate turf. Feeds slowly instead of causing surges of growth that can cause stress.
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WEEDS TREES and TURF
E-Z-GO's GT-7 Truck, which was discontinued in 1970, has been reintroduced to the turf maintenance industry this year.

Manufacturer Reintroduces Utility Truck to Turf Industry

E-Z-GO, one of the nation's leading golf car manufacturers, reintroduced their GT-7 Truck at the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America's International Turfgrass Conference in New Orleans, La.

E-Z-GO's re-entrance into the turf maintenance industry was heralded in New Orleans in the form of firm orders. Sam W. Mays, E-Z-GO vice president, sales, said "The golf course superintendents' reception to our GT-7 Truck was extremely positive. Their general comments reinforced our feeling about the need for a heavy duty, versatile, all-purpose turf vehicle."

Bill Lanier, GT-7 product manager, said the three-wheeled utility vehicle was introduced the first of this year, having been discontinued in 1970. "We've always had the GT-7's reintroduction in the back of our minds. It was a popular item, especially with golf course superintendents," Lanier said.

Lanier told WTT that the new GT-7 is quite similar to the original model. Powered by a 20 hp Onan engine and with a two-speed axle as standard equipment, the vehicle has a rated payload of 1,500 pounds. Lanier reported that the truck also features an optional pto.

E-Z-GO is a Georgia-based division of Textron, Inc. The firm is America's foremost manufacturer of golf cars, with distribution throughout the United States, and in Canada and the Caribbean.

For more details, circle No. 701 on the reply card.

ProTurf's Jim Converse Honored by Univ. of Maine

Jim Converse, director of technical services of the ProTurf Division of O. M. Scott & Sons, was recently recognized by the University of Maine's College of Life Sciences and Agronomy and the Maine Golf Course Superintendents' Association for his outstanding achievements in turf education. The special award was present by Dr. Vaughn Holyoke, extension (continued)
Converse, a recognized authority on turf and turf maintenance, is an accomplished author, illustrator and photographer. Known throughout the turf industry as editor of the quarterly ProTurf magazine and for his two definitive works on monocot and dicot grass identification, Converse was invited to speak at the conference on the topic of photographic techniques as they pertain to turf. His talk included slides of many scenic golf courses, turf insects and diseases and several examples of aerial photography, all of which Converse has produced during the past two decades.


Toro's Irrigation Division Offers '75 Product Catalog

The Irrigation Division of The Toro Company has announced the availability of its 1975 catalog. The 50-page booklet gives full descriptions, illustrations and specifications for the seven product

---

**The Low-Down on Hauling...**

**10 Models**

**UTILITY TRAILERS**

Capacities 900 to 3,500 Pounds.

Originally designed to handle wheeled equipment—up to and including small standard tractors—Snowco trailers actually are used, by the thousands, for a multitude of hauling jobs.

They’re easy to load and unload with low slung, rugged, all-steel decks that tilt (and the tilt mechanism is hydraulically operated on the two largest in a line of eight models). A low center of gravity assures towing stability at all legal speeds.

Two other models with solid decks set over the wheels are also available. Decks equipped with stake pockets. Capacities 900 and 1,200 pounds.

---
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Box A, 4366 McKinley, Omaha, Nebr. 68112
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categories for both hydraulic and electric irrigation systems: automatic controllers, automatic valves, residential shrub and pop-up spray sprinklers, commercial rotary sprinklers, large area rotary sprinklers including valve-in-head models, impact heads and quick-coupling valves, and accessories and installation equipment.

The 1975 catalog contains detailed information of the design, materials and performance capabilities that ensure the equipment's efficiency and durability.

There also are illustrated explanations of the workings of automatic controllers and the various types of control valves, plus a layout that shows how controller, valves, heads, pipe, pump and hydraulic or electric control lines are assembled for a complete, typical irrigation system.

Toro makes 4-station, 11-station and 23-station controllers and a wide assortment of automatic valves for both electric and hydraulic systems.

Sprinklers range in size from tiny bubblers to the giants of Toro's 690 series, capable of discharging as much as 95 gallons per minute over a 235-foot diameter circle.

Copies of the new catalog may be obtained from any Toro irrigation distributor.

New Slate of Officers Picked For Landscape Association

The National Landscape Association elected a new slate of officers and directors for 1975 during their recent joint Management Clinic with the Garden Centers of America in Louisville, Ky.

Donald D. Johnson, Johnson Nursery & Garden Center, Sioux Falls, S.D., will take over the presidential duties from Tom Gilmore, Gilmore Plant & Bulb Co., Julian, N.C. Gilmore will serve another year on the Board as director-at-large.

The new vice president is Dale K. Manbeck, Manbeck Nurseries, New Knoxville, Ohio, and Richard Kauffman, of J. Franklin Styer Nurseries, Inc., Concordville, Pa., will assume the responsibilities as secretary-treasurer.


USDA To Back Research On Environmental Stress

Effects of environmental stresses upon ornamental crops throughout the United States will be studied by Oregon State University's Agriculture Experiment Station, Corvallis, Ore., under a cooperative agreement with the USDA.

USDA's Agricultural Research Service (ARS) will provide $25,000 for this five-year study. The EPA is providing funds to get the project underway.

Environmental stresses include air pollution, drought, excess water, (continued on page 40)
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nutrient excess or deficiency and
cold temperatures. These stresses
may alter leaf and root systems in a
manner that enhances activity of
soil microorganisms. Many of these
soil microorganisms are fungi which
cause root diseases in plants.
ARS, Oregon State and EPA
will cooperate in this study. Dr.
Thomas C. Moore, head of the
Botany and Plant Pathology
Department at the university, is the
principal investigator and Dr. David
T. Tingey, EPA plant physiologist,
is the EPA investigator. Dr. Robert
G. Linderman, ARS plant
pathologist, is the ARS represen-
tative.

Golf Course Builders' Pres.
Re-elected to Second Term
For the first time in its five year
history, the Golf Course Builders of
America (GCBA) has reelected its
president and chosen a West Coast
contractor as president in 1976.
Frank A. Underwood of Bowie,
Tex., was reelected to a second term
as president of the contractors'
association. Underwood, in addi-
tion to heading the Underwood
Golf Course Construction Co., is a
well-known golfer. He was first
elected president of GCBA in 1974
and will remain in the post until the
association's 6th annual meeting in
Minneapolis next February.
Nick A. Siemens of Fresno,
Calif., was named president-elect of
GCBA and will become president
next year. Siemens is president of
Siemens' Contracting, Inc. In the
past 10 years he has built more than
50 golf courses in the West from
Arizona to Washington. He is a
former school teacher and land-
scape contractor.

Other officers elected at GCBA's
New Orleans February meeting
were: Edward A. Hunnicutt of
Spokane, Wash., vice president;
Eugene W. Witter, Findlay, Ohio,
secretary; and Eugene M. Brown,
Greenville, N.C., treasurer. Witter is
a sales executive with the Hancor
Company drainage specialists;
Brown is president of Hendrix and
Dail, a golf course fumigation firm;
and Hunnicutt is president of
Krause Landscaping, Inc., golf
course builders in the Pacific North-
west.

Herbert Portz (left), Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale professor of
plant and soil science, presents student
Mark Slugocki of Chicago
a scholarship
from the Golf Course Superintendents
Association of America for special inter-
est in turfgrass.

Mitts & Merrill
Brush Chippers
For...

better design...
mORE EFFICIENCY

For more than 155 years Mitts & Merrill has been making specialized machinery for industry. A major part of our business is equipment to reduce scrap and waste. This experience is incorporated into design features on our brush chippers that result in higher efficiency and longer, trouble-free service for you. Only Mitts & Merrill brush chippers offer features like these:

- Staggered knife pattern for smoother cutting action. Mounted on an all-steel cylinder that, even without an external flywheel, is heaviest in the industry. Each cylinder revolution gives more cuts, produces smaller chips of uniform size. Self-adjusting knives are reversible; give twice the service between sharpening.
- Optional torque converter isolates engine and transmission from cutting shock to minimize maintenance. Makes operation virtually fully automatic; increases operator productive time. Available on all models.

- Positive safety-lock pin for greater operator safety
- Swing-away, folding feed chute protects cutting chamber; allows instant access and increases maneuverability
- Heavy duty construction includes coil spring, torsion-type suspension, and box tubular steel frame.

Herbert Portz (left), Southern Illinois University at Carbondale professor of plant and soil science, presents student Mark Slugocki of Chicago a scholarship from the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America for special interest in turfgrass.